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Abstrat. This paper studies linguisti approahes of requirements en-

gineering. It proposes the ontextual exploration method as a linguisti

annotation tehnique to support requirements engineering ativities, and

spei�ally requirements analysis and validation. Our approah makes

use of linguisti markers to extrat, within large natural language require-

ments douments, those statements onsidered as relevant from require-

ments engineering perspetive: onepts relationships, aspeto-temporal

organisation, ause and ontrol statements.

1 Introdution

Natural language plays an important role in requirements analysis. A reent

study [1℄ shows that 73% of these douments are written in natural language.

Natural Language Proessing (NLP) provides useful tehniques to extrat infor-

mation from textual requirements desriptions (TRD), like use ases [2℄, senar-

ios, user stories, transriptions of onversations for requirements eliitation [3℄

and even rough skethes [4℄.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the use of a linguisti tehnique, the

Contextual Exploration (CE) Method [5℄ to support RE ativities, in partiular

requirements analysis and validation. This method organises linguisti knowledge

under the form of hypothesis that ould on�rm or refute the attribution of a

ertain semanti value to a sentene, aording to the presene of linguisti lues.

This paper proposes that the following semanti viewpoints may be useful to

support RE analysis and validation: 1) relations between onepts, 2) aspeto-

temporal organisation, 3) ontrol and 4) ausality.

The paper is organised as follows: setion 2 analyses linguisti approahes of

RE, setion 3 introdues the CE Method, setion 4 is devoted to the disussion

of how the CE method would assist RE analysis and validation, and setion 5

presents the onlusions and skethes future work.
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2 Linguisti approahes of RE: state of the art

The use of NLP tools for software development is not new. Already in the eight-

ies, Chen [6℄ assoiated entities to nouns and relations to verbs in order to build

E-R models from natural language sentenes. With the emergene of the idea

that software development annot be performed e�etively without a full un-

derstanding of requirements, NLP tools were used as a way to deal with the

substantial amount of natural language douments produed during the require-

ments proess. Table 1 shows some Natural Language Requirements Engineering

(NLRE) systems that have been developed to assist RE ativities with NLP

tools .

Table 1. RE ativities supported by NLRE approahes

NLRE Eliitation Analysis- Doumen- Lexial/synt. Semanti

system modelling tation validation validation

Rolland & Proix [7℄ •

Maias & Pulman [8℄ •

Goldin & Berry [9℄ •

Osborne & MaNish [10℄ • •

Ambriola & Gervasi [11℄ • •

Ben Ahour [12℄ • • •

Burg [13℄ • •

Rayson et al [14℄ •

Natt oh Dag et al [15℄ •

Fabbrini et al [16℄ •

Gervasi & Nuseibeh [17℄ •

Fantehi et al [18℄ • •

Fliedl et al [19℄ •

Requirements eliitation is supported by extrating relevant lexial entries

from the mass of textual information produed by eliitation tehniques (stake-

holder interviews, group meetings, protool analysis or partiipant observation

[20℄). Statistial annotation tehniques (faster but less aurate) prevails in these

systems over linguisti based ones, mainly beause of the mass of textual infor-

mation they deal with.

NLRE systems that support requirements analysis and modelling reeive

NL requirements spei�ations as an input. Input text an be written in free

NL language or in a ontrolled form. Then, they build formal ([21, 13, 19℄) or

semiformal ([7, 11℄) representations whih are the base for further proessing,

like oneptual shema generation or automati analysis. Linguisti annotation

tehniques an be used in this proess. In Burg's [13℄ approah, wordnet [22℄

based annotation is used to takle lexial ambiguity and to speify the semanti

roles of verbs. Ambriola and Gervasi's approah [11℄ uses semanti annotation of



glossary entries to build semi-formal models by shallow parsing of NL require-

ments. Ben Ahour [21℄ annotates NL senarios with Fillmore's [23℄ ases to

disover new senarios.

In this paper, two kind of requirements validation ativities are distinguished

(see Table 1): on the one hand those ativities that aim at progressively improv-

ing the linguisti quality of NL spei�ation douments by lexial and syntatial

means; on the other hand those ativities pointing towards the validation of NL

requirements semanti properties (e.g. ompleteness, oherene, onsisteny) by

formal means. For instane, in Fabbrini et al. [16℄ the linguisti quality of NL

spei�ation douments is evaluated aording to lexial/syntatial riteria (e.g.

the word �lear� is an indiator of vagueness), so lexial and syntatial tags are

neessary. In ontrast, Gervasi and Nuseibeh [17℄ use ire's [11℄ semanti an-

notation engine to support a formal validation model. They attah semanti tags

to glossary entries (e.g. �1.1 se� would have the time span tag, and �less than�

the ondition tag).

Table 2. NLP pro�le of NLRE approahes

NLRE nlp nlp Input Analysis Large input

strategy tehnique lanuage level support

Rolland & Proix [7℄ ff ling. free sentene

Maias & Pulman [8℄ sp ling. ontrolled sentene

Goldin & Berry [9℄ - stat. free - •

Osborne & MaNish [10℄ ff ling. ontrolled sentene

Ambriola & Gervasi [11℄ sp ling. free sentene

Ben Ahour [12℄ ff ling. free sentene

Burg [13℄ ff ling. ontrolled disourse

Rayson et al. [14℄ - stat. free - •

Natt oh Dag et al [15℄ - stat. free - •

Fabbrini et al [16℄ ff ling. free sentene

Gervasi & Nuseibeh [17℄ sp ling. free sentene

Fantehi et al. [18℄ ff ling. free disourse

Fliedl et al. [19℄ ff ling. free disourse

From the analysis of the NLP pro�les from NLRE systems (see Table 2)

1

we an make the following observations:

• Exept for statistial approahes, few NLRE systems take into aount the

size of the input text. Large douments raise interesting questions for NLRE

systems. What should be the proessing's sope? Is it useful to proess the

1

NLP pro�les are lassi�ed under the following riteria: 1) full-�edged (ff) vs shallow

parsing (sp) for the NLP strategy; 2) statistial vs linguisti for the NLP tehnique;

3)free vs ontrolled for the input text language; 4) sentene and disourse for the

analysis level and 5) yes or no for the large text support.



whole mass of douments, or is it better to limit it to some extent? What are

the e�ets of large TRD on formal representations? Gervasi and Nuesibeh

[17℄ suggest that, when using formal methods for requirements validation,

partial proessing is more e�etive than translating the entire doument into

a formal representation.

• Linguisti approahes work mainly at sentene level. Few NLRE systems

take into aount disursive relations. Dependenies and referenes between

sentenes are partiularly important for semanti validation. Fantehi et al.

[18℄ propose to go beyond the sentene level by extrating funtional relations

between semantially annotated use ases (e.g. to extrat the olletions of

use ases where the ation trae is present).

• Full �edged NLP tehniques are neessary to improve the linguisti qual-

ity of NL spei�ation douments, but not for semanti validation, whih

is perform using full-�edged (lexial + morphologial + syntati) analysis,

shallow parsing or even statistial NLP tehniques, like in Natt oh Dag

[15℄ et al. approah, where lexial statistis are used to organises require-

ments by lusters and look for redundany. Generally speaking, full �edged

tehniques are used mostly by NLRE systems supporting requirements mod-

elling and/or linguisti validation of NL requirements, while shallow parsing

is used mainly for requirements validation and statistial approahes for re-

quirements eliitation.

The novelty of using the Contextual Exploration method for RE is that:

1. It is oriented to the exploitation of large NL requirements douments by

linguisti means.

2. It organises NL requirements aording to semanti relationships established

between requirement's arguments. Four semanti viewpoints are used: rela-

tions between onepts, aspeto-temporal relations, ontrol, and ausality.

3. It has rule-based struture that ould allow the de�nition of semanti vali-

dations beyond the limits of a sentene, and even between requirements that

are far away from eah other in the requirements doument.

Beause of these harateristis, the CE method may be partiularly use-

ful to support requirements analysis and semanti validation of large textual

requirements desriptions (TRD).

3 The Contextual Exploration Method

In the frame of the Cognitive and Appliative Grammar (GAC in Frenh) lin-

guisti theory [24℄, the ontextual exploration (CE) method [5℄ was originally de-

signed to solve lexial and grammatial polysemy problems. The method rests on

the priniple that domain independent linguisti elements struture text mean-

ing. Its purpose is to aess the semanti ontent of texts in order to extrat

relevant information aording to a ertain task.



3.1 Contextual Exploration Rules

Aording to ontextual exploration, all signs ourring in a text (the textual

ontext) must be taken into aount to determine the semanti value of a sen-

tene. This example illustrates how indeterminay is solved

2

:

(1) In spite of all preautions, he was aptured the day after

(2) Without all preautions, he was aptured the day after

From the aspeto-temporal point of view, the tense of �was aptured� is the

linguisti marker of a semanti value that an be new-state (he was aptured)

or unrealized (he was not aptured). However, the tense itself is not enough

to deide whih one of the two values must be assigned, so the ontext has to

be analysed in order to get more lues. In this ase �in spite� and �without� are

the lues that determine the semanti values of these sentenes.

Linguisti markers orrespond to plausible hypothesis that must be on�rmed

by the presene of ertain lues. The heuristi mehanism is based on rules. A

rule R is de�ned as follows:

Rk = [K, {Ip, Cp}, Dk]

Where K is a lass of linguisti marker, {Ip, Cp} a �nite set of ouples wih

assoiates a linguisti lue Ip with the a textual ontext Cp, in order to take a

deision Dk. In other words, if the linguisti marker K is found in the ontext Cp

sourrounded by a set of lues Ip, the EC system must take the deision Dk [25℄.

Rules are delared in a language intended to separate their linguisti de�nition

from their omputer-based implementation. As an example, the following rule is

meant to assign the semanti value ingrediene to a sentene like �The hard

drive is generally an element of the entral unit�

3

:

Head: Ringronst01

Task : Stati Relations

Trigger: &ILIngNomConst

Body

E1 := CreateSpae(Previous (I))

E2 := CreateSpae (Afterwards (I))

L1 := &line

L2 := &2-points

L3 := &to-be

L4 := &LIngPrep2

Conditions

There_is x belonging_to E1 that_lass_of x belongs_to (L1 OR L2 OR L3)

There_is y belonging_to E2 that_lass_of y belongs_to (L4)

Ations

SemantiLabel(ParentSentene(I), "is_part_of")

SearhArgument2(ParentSentene(I), E1, E2 , x1->x2)

End

2

This example is from G. Guillaume, quoted by Deslés. [5℄

3

This rule was written by F. Le Priol [26℄



The lass of markers triggering this rule is &ILIngNomConst. In the linguisti

repository, this lass ontains 54 nouns, like �member�, �piee�, �part�, �organ�,

et. The ourrene of any of these markers triggers the rule, whih looks in the

ontext (afterwards and previous) for a �exional form of the verb to-be (lue-

lass &to-be) , the prepositions de (of), par (by) or avec (with) from the lue-

lass &LIngPrep2, and puntuation sign ":" (&2-points). Therefore, a sentene

like �Hard drive : part of the entral unit� would get the ingrediene label as

well. Linguisti lues may not only be lexial entries. Puntuation signs, text

strutural elements, or even disourse ats, like a de�nition or a onlusion, are

allowed in a lue lass. The ontext's sope is not the same for all lues. Deslés

et al. [5℄ haraterise four kinds of ontext:

• Context C1 is limited to the lause or sentene S where the semanti value

is to be assigned.

• Context C2, neessary to solve anaphora, is limited to sentenes belonging

to the same paragraph, loated just before the sentene S ontaining the

anaphori lue.

• Context C3 inludes several sentenes before and after the sentene S. It is

limited, either by the beginning of a textual setion or by textual organisation

lue.

• The ontext C4 must be explored to identify textual segments formatted

with speial ues, suh as bulleted or enumerated lists.

Rules are organised in tasks. The rule from the above example is part of the

task Stati Relations, olleted by Le Priol [26℄. This task spei�es a set of 238

rules, 6149 markers and 1777 lues in order to assign a set of 14 semanti labels,

orresponding to the semanti values de�ned as stati relations in the Cognitive

and Appliative Grammar. So far, the CE method has been applied to domain

knowledge extration, themati announements extration, automati summari-

sation [27℄, �ltering of ausality relations [28℄, relations between onepts [26℄

and aspeto-temporal relations [29℄. The CE linguisti repository has also been

used for Information Extration under di�erent semanti viewpoints in [30℄.

Fig. 1. A Contextual Exploration System [31℄



NL proessing in CE systems (see Fig. 1) di�ers from the typial grammar +

lexion approah in that no syntati or lexial analysis is performed. However,

morphologial variations are oded as part of CE lasses in the linguisti reposi-

tory, whih stores only domain independent linguisti knowledge. The CE engine

exeutes rules assoiated to a ertain task on a text olletion. The results are

proessed and presented to the user by dediated agents. Domain knowledge ex-

tration, automati summarisation and �ltering of ausal relations are examples

of a dediated agents. So far, two CE systems have been developed: ContextO

[32℄ and Semantext [33℄. Both of them support the CE yle. Yet, Semantext dif-

fers from ContextO in that, in sake of performane, it analyses ext as a �at hain

of haraters, while ContextO proesses it in a hierarhial way (title, setion,

subsetion, paragraph, et).

4 CE for requirements analysis and validation

4.1 Semanti Viewpoints

The purpose of applying semanti viewpoints to large TRD is, on the one hand,

to improve readability of large TRD by drawing together a small number of state-

ments that onvey ertain semanti notions. On the other hand, this approah

aims at extrating relevant statements from the TRD to shape a new abridged

text unit that, beause of its size and relevane, would failitate further proess-

ing, like automati generation of oneptual shema or semanti validation. This

approah is intended to extrat requirements that are far away from eah other

in the TRD doument, but share ommon semanti properties. This approah

is similar to Natt oh Dag's et al. requirements lusters [15℄ beause seleted

statements ould be onsidered a �semanti luster�, but it di�ers in that the

�lustering� riteria are not lexial, but semanti.

However, extration is made using relevane riteria, and relevane, as it has

been pointed out by Minel [34℄, depend for the most part on the reader's point

of view. For instane, a reader interested in data modelling would ertainly pay

partiular attention to "part-of" relations between domain entities. A relevane

riterion for this kind of reader ould be to �lter only those statements where

there are linguisti markers of a "part-of" relation, like the following (from a

TRD of an insurane system):

(1) A joint poliy inludes the joiners age, the joiners gender and his

smoker ondition.

(2) The agent displays billing mode, e�etive date, due date, bill number

and total premium amount, whih are part of the poliy's billing

detail.

(3) For eah mandatory rider, the agent should speify the following

values:

� Fae amount

� Due period

� Inreased Periods



Aording to CE rules, this sentenes would have the ingrediene semanti

label, even if the linguisti markers (in bold) from (1) and (2) look stronger

than those of (3), where the part-of relation is not expliitly indiated, but its

plausibility may be on�rmed by non-lexial lues, like the typographial sign

":" or the presene of a list.

Therefore, from the requirements engineering point of view, the following

viewpoints are onsidered as semantially relevant:

I Relations between onepts

II Aspeto-temporal organization

III Control

IV Causality

Eah one of this viewpoints onveys a semanti onepts that, aording to

the GAC linguisti model, may struture and organise meaning [24℄, and eah

one represents an important aspet in requirements analysis as well. Muh e�ort

have been devoted to build oneptual shema from TRD's relations between

onepts for requirements analysis ([7, 19, 11℄). The value of extrating events and

proesses (II) temporal organisation (the "dynami" aspet) for NL requirements

validation has been remarked by Burg [13℄. Control issues (III), i.e. speifying

if ations are "environment ontrolled" or "mahine ontrolled", are of primary

importane in requirements engineering [35℄, and a preise understanding of

the ausal organisation (IV) of ations is neessary to speify the rules that

a system must obey [36℄. The following example shows di�erent views of one

TRD paragraph aording to these semanti viewpoints. Relevant sentenes are

marked in bold. Under-braes indiate semanti values assigned by CE rules

aording to linguisti markers and lues (underlined)

4

:

• Relations between onepts viewpoint:

When the start button is pressed, if there is an original in the feed slot,

the photoopier makes N opies of it, and plaes them in the output tray.

N is the

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(equality)

number urrently registering in the ount display.

If the start button is pressed while photoopying is in progress, it has no

e�et. The number N in the ount display updates in response to button

pressed aording to the state table.

• Aspeto-temporal organisation viewpoint:

When the start button is pressed

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(event)

, if there is an original in the feed

slot, the photoopier makes N opies of it, and plaes them in the

output tray. N is the number urrently registering in the ount display.

If the start button is pressed while photoopying is in progress,

it has no e�et. The number N in the ount display updates in

response to button pressed aording to the state table.

• Control viewpoint:

4

This example is taken from a requirements doument from Kovitz [36℄



When the start button is pressed

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(environment ontrolled)

, if there is an

original in the feed slot, the photoopier makes

︸ ︷︷ ︸

(mahine ontrolled)

N opies of it, and

plaes them in the output tray. N is the number urrently registering

in the ount display. If the start button is pressed while photoopying

is in progress, it has no e�et. The number N in the ount display

updates in response to button pressed aording to the state ta-

ble.

• Causality viewpoint:

When the start button is pressed, if there is an original in the feed

slot, the photoopier makes N opies of it, and plaes them in the

output tray. N is the number urrently registering in the ount display. If

the start button is pressed while photoopying is in progress, it

has no e�et. The number N in the ount display updates in response to

button pressed aording to the state table.

4.2 Supporting RE analysis and validation with semanti viewpoints

Every semanti viewpoint produe a two-fold output: the extrated statements

and their assoiated semanti values. Our �rst hypothesis is that the extrated

TRD statements, organised by semanti viewpoints, an improve readability

of the overall TRD douments. Our seond hypothesis is that semanti values

an support requirements validation, espeially of large TRD, by means of CE-

based rules. The following are examples of how CE rules ould be applied on

requirements validation:

• To apply analyti rules based on "Relation between onepts" semanti val-

ues in order to verify, for instane, that in ingrediene (part-of) statements,

the relationship between an element and its parts does never gets reversed.

• To look for on�its between viewpoints. For instane, suppose that the

following statements, taken from an insurane system TRD, are �ltered by

ontrol and ause viewpoints:

(page 60) When the produt's life-yle is over, the system should trigger

a premium-olletion event.

(page 234) The system an prevent a premium-olletion event but only an

agent an ause it.

In the statement of page 234, �ltered by the ausality viewpoint, establishes

that only an agent an cause a premium-olletion event, while in page

60's statement (ontrol viewpoint) there are traes of a mahin-ontrolled

situation over the premium olletion event, where the system triggers the

event.

• To look for semanti patterns. For instane, a high proportion of ause and

ontrol statements may be sign of a Jakson's ontrol problem frame [4℄.

The ativities that would allow to inorporate the CE method to RE pro-

esses are shown in Fig. 2. First, the on�guration of linguisti resoures is



Fig. 2. TRD �ltering yle

needed. This setup phase is intended assimilate the appliation's domain glos-

sary into the linguisti resoures and to do �ne-tuning on CE rules in order

to adapt them to the style and the language of TRD. Then, TRD douments

would be �ltered aording to semanti viewpoints. An interative presentation

of the partial TRD views is required in order to browse the TRD and make a

�rst evaluation on the �ltering quality. Con�iting views and semanti values

analysis need a set of CE-based rules, that would allow inter-viewpoint analysis

based on semanti values.

5 Conlusion and further work

This paper has proposed a semanti-based approah for NLRE, whih extrats

semantially relevant sentenes from large TRD making use of linguisti-based

rules. It has exposed the CE method, whih organises rules, linguisti markers

and lues, assigning semanti values aording to four major viewpoints, onsid-

ered as relevant from a requirements engineering perspetive: relations between

onepts, aspeto-temporal organisation, ontrol and ausality. Furthermore,

this paper has outlined how semanti viewpoints ould improve requirements

analysis and validation in light of other NLRE approahes.

Currently, work is being done to evaluate the preision of CE rules, mark-

ers and lues (most of them issued from linguisti studies on sienti� orpus)

on industrial requirements douments, as well as on the implementation of a

delarative language for semanti-value based rules in a way that ould allow

inter-operability between viewpoints. An evaluation will be neessary, in order

to know to whih extent CE improve large TRD readability and, on the other

hand, if the proposed semanti viewpoints failitate requirements validation.

Based on evaluation methods of the CREWS/L'éritoire projet [21℄ and au-

tomati summaries evaluation experienes [34℄, we an onlude that empirial

evaluation would be neessary, where system analyst ould use the proposed

method on real TRD.
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